


. . . I had a vivid dream. I was the front passenger in a car and my daughter Aly
was sitting behind the driver. We were traveling along a rural road when the
driver missed a curve causing the car to sail off the pavement and into a lake. The
driver and I both managed to escape the sinking car but when I bobbed to the
surface, I couldn’t see Aly anywhere. I dove again and again in the murky water
searching desperately for her, to no avail. I failed to find her.

She was gone. My beloved daughter was gone, leaving nothing behind but an
open book floating on the water where she disappeared.

Two years later that horrible nightmare came true when Aly died in a car
accident. Returning home from a swim meet, she was a backseat passenger in a
car that was T-boned by a truck. My beautiful 15-year-old daughter took the
brunt of the impact and died instantly. She was the only fatality.

Just when I thought life couldn’t get any worse, it did. My dear sweet hubby
buried his grief in the sand. He escaped into 80-hour workweeks, more wine,
more food, and less talking. His blood pressure shot up, his cholesterol went off
the chart, and the perfect storm arrived on June 4, 2012. Suddenly, he began
drooling and couldn’t speak.

My 46-year-old soulmate was having a major stroke.

My husband survived but couldn’t speak, read, or write, and his right side was

paralyzed. Still reeling from the loss of our daughter, I found myself again thrust

into a fog of grief so thick I couldn’t see through the storm.

Adrenaline and autopilot once again took a place at my helm.
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Facing what felt like a lifetime of grief, I didn't think I

could endure the agony, and many days I didn't want

to. How could I learn to live with my child in my heart

instead of my arms? Would my husband ever be the

same? I didn't know what the future held and didn’t

want to find out.

One night in 2007 . . .



My playbook began in a fog of sorrow—a fog so thick I don’t remember much

from those early months. The next few chapters are filled with wailing and the

gnashing of teeth. I then embarked on a desperate search for comfort, for relief

from the agony.

The end of my playbook remains unwritten but the current chapters have offered

many lessons, chief among them is that the human heart can hold joy the same

time as sorrow.

It’s hard to believe hope and happiness are possible when we can’t see past the

pain. But as the rawness softens and our coping skills strengthen, life’s most

painful milestones can become a catalyst for change—and a gateway to collateral

blessings.

Ten years ago I didn’t want to live. But what I didn't know then that I know now is

that life’s second act would transform into a life I love.

How did I get from hell to hope?

On the following pages are the baby steps I took to put hell in my rearview

mirror. Each step took great effort at first coupled with lots of patience, but like

any dedicated routine it got easier with time. And the reward of restoring

happiness to my life was worth every step.

Sorrow isn’t something we get over like a mountain. It’s a journey through

rebuilding of self. But it is survivable; those who have walked before us are proof.

If they survived, why not you?

Ten years ago I didn't believe I would survive losing Aly.

What I didn't know then that I know now is not only

would I survive, I would actually come to enjoy life.

May the following baby steps help the same be true for

you.
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. . . to get out of bed. This is the biggest step of all, so big that it deserves its own

recognition.

In the early days of profound grief, exhaustion sets in easily prompting many to

give up before the day has even begun. After all, what difference does it make

whether we grieve in bed or grieve in the kitchen? At least in bed, we can pull the

covers over our head in an effort to shut out the ugly reality, right?

As it is with every substantial challenge, we always have a choice.

And for those experiencing profound grief, that first choice is whether to get out

of bed. Or not.

Even if you go about your day in pajamas holding a big box of tissue, you’ve taken

the first step every morning to greet your day, however painful it may be.

Not only is getting out of bed itself symbolic for hope—hope of survival, hope that

the pain will eventually lessen, hope that we might figure out how to put one foot

in front of the other—it allows you to be surrounded by supportive family and

friends during this fragile time.

Yes, one must dig deep within to find the strength to face the fresh devastation

that each morning brings, yet, with time, choosing to get out of bed offers us so

many more possibilities. Staying in bed offers us nothing but delay in our effort

to reassemble the pieces of our life.

It’s hard to believe hope and happiness are possible after loss. But they are. I

promise. The key is to begin searching for hope, don’t wait.

And keep going. Baby steps are better than no steps.

Remember, there’s a bright future at every turn,
even if you miss one.

Just keep going . . .
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The first step is . . .



Self-love creates a caring space within you that is free of judgment.

It replaces self criticism with kindness and caring.

Studies show that loving yourself leads to less stress and more

optimism, and can actually guide you through adversity. It’s not as

hard as you think to retrain your inner criticism. How would you

treat a dear friend recovering from surgery? With tender loving

care. Now make yourself your own dear friend.

5-MINUTE EXERCISE:

Find yourself a quiet spot. It can be your favorite chair, in your car,

in your office, or even your garden. Then clear your head and for

five minutes think nothing but compassionate thoughts about

yourself. Not your spouse, not your children, not your coworkers,

but yourself. Having trouble? Fill in the blanks below, and then give

yourself permission to really validate those positive qualities. Do

this every day.

I have a _____________________________

Example: good heart, gentle soul, witty personality

I make a _____________________________

Example: good lasagna, potato salad, scrapbook, quilt

I’m a good____________________________

Example: friend, gardener, knitter, painter, organizer

People would say I’m _____________________

Example: kind, smart, gentle, generous, humble, funny

STEP 1

Embody self love.

The love in the world begins with the love within ourselves.

—DEEPAK CHOPRA

Self 

affirmation 

is good 

medicine.
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Nourishment is life sustaining. We eat nutritious foods to fuel our

bodies. We engage in activities to nourish the soul. We volunteer

time and resources to nourish those around us. Yet we often

neglect to develop nourishing relationships—an essential element

of happy lives.

It's important to find friends with whom we can share stories and

express ourselves freely without judgement. Seek out those who

settle for less than perfection and make allowance for human

weaknesses. Those types of friendships are fulfilling and rewarding

for everyone, and can last for life.

Because loving bonds come in a variety of flavors, look for healthy

friendships in a variety of places.

7 TIPS TO GOOD RELATIONSHIPS:

• Be authentic. Honesty is a cornerstone.

• Be one another’s cheerleader. Inspire.

• Listen. Avoid starting any sentence with “You should . . . “

• Cultivate joyful memories together.

• Give without expectations.

• Protect confidentiality.

• Love yourself first.

STEP 2

Encourage supportive relationships

In the sweetness of friendship let there be laughter and sharing of 

pleasures. For in the dew of little things the heart finds its morning 

and is refreshed.  —KHALIL GIBRAN

Surround 

yourself 

with people 

who support 

you.
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Sometimes when life feels hopeless, restoring happiness can feel

insurmountable. Begin with baby steps and treat your 5 senses to

something that looks, feels, smells, tastes, or sounds good. Treating

ourselves to something that evokes sensorial joy is an important

reminder that not all pleasure is lost.

Find ways to offer yourself some form of sensorial pleasure every

day. With practice, the awareness of delight eventually becomes

effortless, and is an important step toward restoring happiness.

SUGGESTIONS:

• Shower or bathe with a lovely scented soap (scent)

• Soak in a warm tub with Epsom salts or bath oil (touch)

• Wear a pair of extra soft socks (touch)

• Light a fragrant candle (scent)

• Listen to relaxing music (sound)

• Apply a rich lotion to your skin before bed (touch, scent)

• Indulge in a few bites of your favorite treat (taste)

• Enjoy a mug of your favorite soothing herbal tea (taste)

• Add whipped cream to a steaming mug of cocoa (taste)

• Watch a comedy (sight, sound)

• Wrap yourself in a soft scarf (touch)

• Listen to the birds sing (sound)

• Watch a sunset (sight)

• Walk through a flower garden (sight, scent)

STEP 3

Engage in pleasure

Our five senses play a role in how we feel, and can be influenced 

by what our senses take in. —LYNDA CHELDELIN FELL

Take time 

to enjoy 

life’s little 

pleasures.
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Be open and willing to change. Personal empowerment is not a

static thing that you do only once. View personal empowerment as

ongoing personal development.

As circumstances change and develop, and we ourselves change

and develop, so do our needs for development and empowerment.

Validate your own strengths and understand your weaknesses.

Identifying these will enable you to work on improving your

weaknesses and build on your strengths. Set goals to give yourself

a sense of direction so you don’t become complacent—which can

lead to disengagement.

Failures are okay as long as you remember to fail forward. Each

failure should bring you closer to understanding yourself, which is

vital to personal empowerment.

YOUR STRENGTHS:

• ____________________________________

• ____________________________________

• ____________________________________

• ____________________________________

• ____________________________________

YOUR WEAKNESSES:

• ____________________________________

• ____________________________________

• ____________________________________

• ____________________________________

• ____________________________________

STEP 4

Empower personal competence

You have power over your mind—not outside events. Realize 

this, and you will find strength. —MARCUS AURELIUS

Validate 

your own 

uniqueness.
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Winston Churchill once said, “We make a living by what we get. We

make a life by what we give.” In other words, helping others helps

our own heart to heal.

Giving is good for the giver in that it induces a natural high. It

generates positive emotions that trigger a release of dopamine

which regulates pleasure in the brain. It also evokes internal

gratitude which helps to heal our heart.

Additional bonuses are the multiple—and proven—health benefits of

giving: less stress, lower blood pressure, improved sleep, increased

self esteem, and greater happiness.

WAYS TO GIVE:

• Distribute blessing bags to the homeless.

• Volunteer in the community.

• Donate to a charity.

• Smile at a stranger.

• Give a compliment. 

• Leave a nice note for someone at work or school.

• Let a driver merge in front of you during rush hour traffic. 

• Do random acts of kindness.

• Leave a bouquet of balloons in a park for children to find.

• Feed the homeless in a soup kitchen.

• Hold the door open for someone behind you.

• Send an anonymous care package to someone who is struggling.

STEP 5

Expand giving

She who heals others heals herself.  —LYNDA CHELDELIN FELL

Heal thee,

heal me.
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Gratitude is an intentional mindset—and powerful healing modality.

Sometimes it can be hard to evolve gratitude when we feel

hopeless, but daily gratitude by consciously counting our

blessings—a thankful appreciation for what we have—gets easier

with practice. The more grateful we are, the more gratitude we

have.

Begin by creating a Gratitude Jar and filling it with collateral

blessings—unexpected silver linings resulting from life challenges.

For example, our oldest daughter prefers oil to my water, snow to

my sun, and city to my country. But in the aftermath of losing our

youngest daughter, or oldest daughter and I clung to one another

for comfort—and became best friends. That’s one collateral blessing

I’m truly grateful for.

CREATE A GRATITUDE JAR:

• Once a day think about what you’re grateful for.

• Have an open mind.

• Allow yourself to feel gratitude.

• Note your gratitude on a slip of paper.

• Add it to your jar.

• Share it with someone else.

STEP 6

Evolve gratitude

At times our own light goes out and is rekindled by a spark from an
other person. Each of us has cause to think with deep gratitude of 
those who have lite the flames within us. —ALBERT SCHWEITZER

A grateful 

heart is a 

happy heart.
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Using something that comes naturally to help others is a win-win.

Gallup conducted a study that showed people who use their gifts

to help others experience the same benefits of giving. You get to

exercise your talent and receive all the benefits of giving while

others benefit from the giving of your talent. Imagine a world

where nobody shared. There would be no Tollhouse chocolate chip

cookies, Microsoft products, or even Edison’s light bulb.

You can also use your talent to validate and strengthen personal

competency. Another win—win.

Can you crochet? Create a prayer shawl so the newly bereaved can

wrap themselves in a warm hug. Are you a good hugger? Volunteer

as a baby cuddler at your local hospital. Don’t be afraid to think

outside the box.

WAYS TO SHARE TALENT:

• Knit a prayer shawl or warm socks

• Sew a memorial quilt

• Join a community choir

• Lead a painting class

• Read to children at the library

• Teach theater production

• Translate for a community organization

STEP 7

Energize others by sharing your gifts

Don’t keep your inner light to yourself. Let it shine. 

—LYNDA CHELDELIN FELL

Sharing is 

caring.
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Don’t be distracted by someone else’s awesomeness. Own your

story and live it bravely.

Embracing your story means seeing the unique beauty in your own

life rather than comparing it with the life of someone else. Our

identity is tied to our experiences. Learn from the bad as you

search for the good. Don’t get stuck on the bad experiences. We’re

all a work in progress.

Embrace your story and move forward. The actions you take will

become the story you tell. Choose to improve your story. Your

hard-earned lessons will inspire others in ways you’ll never know.

When you own your story and share it, it gives hope to others that

they might survive too.

WAYS TO EMBRACE YOUR STORY:

• Write about it in a journal or on social media.

• Learn to advocate for those facing the same challenge.

• Attend a support group and share your experience.

• Share your story as a guest expert on local platforms.

• Teach a class on your topic for your local community college.

STEP 8

Embrace your story

It’s important that we share our experiences with other people. 
Your story will heal you, and your story will heal somebody else.

—IYANLA VANZANT

Own it 

and live 

it bravely.
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The heart can hold joy the same time as sorrow, so go ahead and

laugh. One laugh can scatter a hundred griefs, and help to fill the

joyful side and balance the sorrow.

Laughter is also a powerful healing modality. Studies show that it

decreases stress and increases immune and infection-fighting

antibodies. Smiling and laughter stimulate the facial muscles that

trigger the brain to release happy hormones called endorphins, the

body's natural feel-good chemicals that promote an overall sense

of well-being and can even temporarily relieve pain.

Because the body can’t tell the difference between a real or fake

smile, hold a pencil between your teeth to “fake it until you make

it.” The brain can’t tell the difference and will be tricked into

releasing those feel-good chemicals anyway.

Above all, enjoy those moments when the pain isn't as suffocating

and you'll find that you don't have to choose between sorrow or

joy—the heart has room for both. The joyful side balances the

sorrow, and eventually the joy will grow. So go ahead and watch

that funny movie for the nth time, or binge watch I Love Lucy

reruns. Whatever makes you laugh is truly good medicine.

EXERCISE:

Enjoy a good belly laugh every single day.

STEP 9

Enjoy laughter

Laughter offsets the impact of mental stress. Fifteen minutes of 
laughter on a daily basis is good for the soul. 

—MICHAEL MILLER, M.D.

One laugh 

can scatter 

a hundred 

griefs.
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Visualizing. Elite athletes use it. The super rich use it. And peak

performers in all fields use it. It works because your mind can’t tell

the difference between reality and imagination. Successful people

use this to their advantage. You can, too.

When thinking of transformation, it’s natural to notice the

challenges in your way instead of focusing on the outcome. Don’t

allow life’s speedbumps to become obstacles that prevent you from

moving forward.

5-MINUTE EXERCISE:

Visualize yourself enjoying life. Get as detailed as possible because

the little details increase the likelihood of the big picture coming to

fruition. Do this for 5 minutes every day.

STEP 10

Envision positive transformation

Dare to visualize a world in which your most treasured dreams 
become true.  —RALPH MARSTON

Visualize 

happiness 

to restore 

hope.
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1. Embody self love

2. Encourage supportive relationships

3. Engage in pleasurable activities

4. Empower personal competence

5. Expand giving

6. Evolve gratitude

7. Energize others by sharing your talents

8. Embrace your story

9. Enjoy laughter

10. Envision positive transformation

Practice is 

progress.

I already know sorrow. Today I choose joy. —LYNDA CHELDELIN FELL

My Playbook of 

10 steps to rebuilding happiness after loss

hope
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After losing her 15-year-old daughter in a car accident

in 2009, Lynda Cheldelin Fell was caught in a fog of

grief. Just when she started to find her footing, her 46-

year-old husband suffered a disabling stroke.

As she fought to restore hope to her family, Lynda

discovered that helping others was a powerful balm for

her own wounds—and became the catalyst that changed

her world.

Striving to make a difference, Lynda told her story in

2013, and became an international bestselling author.

She founded AlyBlue Media and launched Grief Diaries

Radio in 2014, hosted the National Grief & Hope

Convention 2015, earned 5 national literary awards in

2016, co-founded the International Grief Institute and

was nominated for 5 national advocacy awards in 2017.

To date she has authored over 30 books on navigating

loss and finding hope.

LYNDA CHELDELIN FELL
CREATOR, AWARD-WINNING GRIEF DIARIES
CO-FOUNDER, INTERNATIONAL GRIEF INSTITUTE

ABOUT

lynda@lyndafell.com
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www.InternationalGriefInstitute.com
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